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Testimonials
Keith did not know much about personal 
my life or my relationships. He shared 
with me stories that have repeated again 
and again. It was easy for me to connect 
the dots and figure out who were the 
souls that had impact in my life(s). I am 
still processing some of the information 
shared by Keith and my decision making 
process is changing because of that. Keith 
clearly explained concepts that I did not 
know and helped me understand the new 
information, he asked critical questions 
that helped my understanding of the 
messages I was receiving. I am seeing my 
life in a different light and have a better 
understanding of my feelings and fears. I 
feel more relaxed and I am embracing 
those parts of me that I did not 
understand in the past. Keith. He gave me 
the gift of understanding and I am forever 
grateful. Tatiana, April 2019

Keith is very knowledgeable in many 
areas and when he told me about the soul 
alignment I was so excited to participate. 
I had been dealing with a lung issue for 
about six years and was hoping that he 
could tap into what emotions I was 
carrying that may be an underlying 
cause. The results were amazing. Keith 
discovered a past life in which I was 
holding a part of my mother’s Soul out of 
guilt. The lung issue has cleared up and I 
am now feeling healthy and free of any 
past bonds. I am so grateful to Keith for 
taking this course and helping me to be 
healthy again. Sandy Ferrier, 
Enterprise, Utah, 2019.
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Soul Realignment
Soul Realignment (SR) Overview:
Who are you at Soul level? SR is a Soul 
level healing modality that assists 
individuals to connect with their Divine 
Soul Blueprint (DSB) as it was originally 
created by Source. Source creates each 
Soul to express its Divinity in alignment 
with its DSB.

When the Soul chooses to incarnate 
into physical form, it experiences and 
expresses its Divinity in third-
dimensional reality. Over multiple 
lifetimes, the Soul comes to understand 
that it is the creator of its experiences. 
The Soul also understands that the 
choices it makes while incarnate creates 
negative or positive karma depending 
on whether a choice is in or out of 
alignment with its DSB. This karma, 
negative or positive, is carried over into 
the next life and influences that 
incarnation. Your present-day life and 
experiences are the result of past and 
current life choices; this is often 
referred to as karma. 

The power of SR healing modality is 
that it assists individuals in 
understanding how their Soul is 
designed so that choices made in this 
incarnation are aligned with their DSB. 
Choices made in alignment with one’s 
DSB creates positive karma. Positive 
karma increases the flow of vital force 
energy, and the flow of abundance in all 
areas of one’s life.  

Akashic Records: often referred to as 
the “Book of Life” can be thought of 
metaphorically as the etheric cloud 
where everything that occurs in the 
universe is recorded. This multi-
dimensional storehouse of universal 
information can be accessed. The most 
extensive source of information 
regarding the Akashic Records comes 
from the work of clairvoyant Edgar 
Cayce (1877-1945). Cayce possessed the 
ability to access any type of information 
via the Akashic Records. There are 
dozens of books on multiple topics 
Cayce authored during his lifetime. The 
healing power of Soul Realignment 
results from accessing and clearing 
negative Soul level karma from an 
individual’s Akashic Records.

Soul Realignment Sessions

Advanced sessions
Expanded Soul Profile: Includes 
Soul Specialization, connection to the 
Higher-self, identifies the primary and 
secondary Life Lessons the Soul is 
exploring in this lifetime. $150.00
Life Situation Reading: Identifies 
karmic blocks and restrictions to 
specific life issues, while resolving and 
clearing present-life blocks and 
restrictions. $150.00
Relationships Profile: Provides 
insight and perspective into how the 
Soul utilizes relationships (e.g., 
intimate/family/friends and business) 
for growth and expansion. $150.00
Chakra Analysis Profile: Identifies 
imbalances in the primary chakra 
system and provides guidance on 
making choices that facilitate the 
rebalancing of the chakra system. 
$150.00
Spirit Guides session: Identifies your 
inner and outer circle spirit guide 
team, their DSB, areas of expertise, 
and methods of communicating, and 
direction on how to utilize their 
guidance to achieve your life purpose 
and goals. Ongoing Spirit Guide 
sessions available for in time direct 
information on specific concerns or 
issues. $150.00
NEW! Manifesting Blueprint: 
Assists individuals in understanding 
their unique Divine design for 
manifesting and allowing for the 
conscious creation of more of what 
you want to experience. $150.00.

As a Certified Soul Realignment (TM) 
Practitioner, I offer several ways that we 
can work together to clear negative 
karma from your Akashic Records. You 
begin with the Basic Soul Profile. 
Beyond that, there are additional 
offerings that you will find valuable in 
continuing your healing journey. 

Basic Soul Profile: Identifies the 
primary components of  the Soul’s 
Divine Blueprint, the Soul’s 
Origination, Energy Centers, and, levels 
of protection. Past and current life 
energetic blocks and restrictions 
(negative karma) are cleared from your 
Akashic Records. $200.00.
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